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Video Sales Letter script for Angel Publishing "Boom And Bust Report" 

 

 

(*** photo of Christian Dehaemer here ***)  12;48 A.M. (*** today's date ***) 

From Christian Dehaemer, Editor    Urgent Alert For U.S. Investors  

Bubble And Bust Report 

 

 

Guru Who Has Beaten The Market For 18 Straight 
Years Predicts ... 
 

   Why This $8 "Pawn Stars"  

   Gold Stock Could Make You            

  7 Times Your Money  

    In The Next Year 
 

 

This tiny gold stock could make you 7 times your investment in the next 

year with its ultimate insider buying and "Pawn Stars" business strategy. 

 

Here are the facts so you can decide for yourself. 

 
The stock is Abitibi Royalties (OTC MKT;ATBYF).  It sells for $8 a share now. 

 

It  is a gold mining royalty company virtually no one knows about ... yet. 

 

The company's main asset is ownership of a portion of sales from gold mined and 

sold from the Canadian Malartic mine, one of Canada's largest gold mines.  This 

mine is expected to produce 600,000 ounces of gold annually for the next 14 years.  

They also own interests in 9 other gold mining projects across Canada. 

 

The company has no debt and $57.8 million in cash and securities ... and ...  
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The most notable shareholder is Rob McEwen, perhaps the most successful and 

respected gold executive in Canada.  He is the chairman and CEO of McEwen 

Mining (NYSE; MUX) and was the founder and former chairman and CEO of 

Goldcorp (NYSE; GG), one of the world's largest gold producers today.   

 

Now get this jaw-dropping news ... McEwen, the ultimate insider, just recently 

purchased an additional 439,084 shares of Abitibi stock!    

 

Why would this ultra-successful ultimate insider invest so much more money in 

this stock unless he expected it to skyrocket in price soon? 
 

 

Abitibi has only 11 million shares outstanding.  That's it. It won't take many buyers to drive up 

the share price because there aren't too many shares available. 

 

Because Abitibi is virtually unknown now, it has a p/e ratio of only 4.  Royal Gold (RGLD) is a 

similar company to Abitibi and has a p/e ratio of 33.  You can make a great argument right now 

that Abitibi deserves the same p/e ratio.  This would result in an immediate rise in share price 

from $8 to $61.45  giving you an immediate profit of 873%. 

 

That's a profit of over 7 times your investment, turning each $10,000 you invest into over 

$70,000. 

 

But it gets even better.  The share price could go even much higher because their business 

strategy is brilliant.  They buy a future share of sales from junior explorers who are sitting on 

excellent deposits by helping these mines pay their taxes now.  They are like the "Pawn Stars" 

TV show -- if its worth $500 a little later, they'll pay $200 now.  This kind of cash flow can lead 

to enormous profits and stock price gains over the long haul. 

 

Abitibi uses a proprietary online database to evaluate gold mines around the world, choosing 

only the best of the best deals.   

 

When Ian Ball, CEO of Abitibi Royalties, is asked why he decided to get into the royalty 

business rather than taking the more traditional route of building a prospect into a mine, he 

likes to reference Usain Bolt. 

Most people can name Bolt, the world's fastest sprinter and highest earner in terms of 

endorsements, but they have a hard time naming the second-fastest. Ball says it's the same with 

mining companies – a lesson he learned from Rob McEwen, the renowned Goldcorp founder 

with whom he worked for 12 years, most recently as president of McEwen Mining. 

“Rob would always say if you do the same as everybody else, don’t expect to be any more than 

average,” says Ball. 
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 “We’re really not here to be one of a thousand companies. The goal is to drive the best share 

price possible, because the rewards for yourself and the rewards for your shareholders can be 

remarkable. As Rob would say, the rewards for being the best aren’t just a little bit better than 

second, they’re a lot better.” 

 

 

  

 

Now, do you see why I think this stock can make 7 times your money in the next year ... then  

can go on to give you a life of luxury with no financial worries ever again? 

 

 

 

I'm Christian Dehaemer, editor of Bubble And Bust Report, and for the last 18 years I've beat 

every major market index, every year.  

 

I'll give you details on my track record in a moment, but first,  I want to share with you why -- 

even though a few gold stocks like Abitibi will soar in price -- I predict the stock market is going 

to crash soon, stripping between 40% and 65% of the retirement savings from millions of hard-

working investors who get blindsided. 

 

Yes, in the upcoming months, 95% of investors retirement savings will be devastated, 

retirements ruined, dreams destroyed.     

 

The facts are beyond question.  Today's U.S. stock market is AN EXACT PARALLEL to the 

debt-ridden Japanese stock market and economy in 1990.  What happened then?  The stock 

market, over the next 26 years, dropped 54% from 38,915 to 17,000 where it stands today. 

 

  

   (*** chart of Nikkei from 1980 (correct) to today ***) 

   (***  add a projected DJIA fall chart with the same decline ***) 

 

 

Do you think America's financial problems have been solved since the 2008 housing and market 

crash?   

  

Of course not!  The U.S. debt hit $19 Billion dollars on February 1, 2016.  Our national debt is 

increasing $2.4 Billion each and every DAY.  This is scary.  This would be like having $1 

million in credit card debt if your yearly income was only $50,000 ... only very bad things can 

happen very soon. 

 

   (*** chart of U.S. debt here ***) 
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Our national debt has doubled since 2006, and our money supply has expanded 400% in just the 

past six years during our governments wild, out-of-control spending orgy.  And as we all know, 

the bigger the party, the worse the hangover will be. 

 

In took our country 216 years to rack up its first $8.5 trillion in debt ... but then just 8 years to 

double this amount.  George Washington is turning over in his grave.    

 

The hapless cheerleaders who say the American economy is "good" should look again at our 

smoke-and-mirrors economy and real economic numbers.  For example, how can things be 

"good" when the number of people on food stamps has doubled since 2008? 

 

The people who believe this B.S. from the political con men are like pigs at the trough, eating 

happily and stupidly, not aware their next stop is the slaughterhouse.  

 

America now owes more money to more people than any nation at any time in the history of the 

world. 

 

In the past century, there have been stock market crashes in Japan, Germany, Russia, Austria, 

Argentina, Ukraine, Poland and Brazil caused by what our government is doing today ... printing 

money in massive quantities to pay growing, insurmountable debts. 

 

History always repeats itself.  In every single case like ours (no exceptions!), this printing money 

to cover massive debt has resulted in a financial and economic crisis.  Why would this time be 

any different?  It won't.  The only question is, will YOU be ready to protect your money and 

grow it while the other 95% of investor's hard-earned savings and dreams get flushed down the 

drain? 

 

The 2000 dot.com bubble burst and 2008 drop of 48% will look like picnics compared to this 

coming crash. 

 

If you think you can just sit back and "wait it out" while stocks return back to their old highs 

soon enough, you are wrong this time.  The American market today is exactly like the Japanese 

stock market was before it crashed, and today it is only at HALF its old time high 26 years later. 

 

We are about to fall over the cliff and suffer another crash in the upcoming months, this time of 

the U.S. stock market (except for the 1% of stocks which I'll tell you about that will actually 

skyrocket in value while 99% of stocks drop like a parachuter.) 

  

 

But there is great news too.  In every stock market crash, there is one time-tested proven way to 

get rich and it is to invest in stocks of small-cap gold companies like Abibiti and those I cover in 

Boom And Bust Report.  Gold goes up in difficult times.  And I believe the price of gold will 

more than triple from the current price. 
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Small gold mining stocks go up even more.  (After the last market correction in 2008, the leaders 

in this sector rose 1,000% to 4,000%, turning each $10,000 investment into $100,000 to 

$400,000.) 

 

Just look at the facts.  These small-cap gold stocks can provide leveraged gains relative to their 

mid- and large-cap counterparts ... to the tune of 10 times or more.  It's not even uncommon to 

see quadruple-digit gains. 

 

In fact, just during 2016, we hit on these winners ... 

 

• Rupert Resources (TSX-V: RUP) increased over 3,500%.  

 

• Gold Mountain Mining (TSX-V: GUM) and West Red Lake Gold Mines (CSE: RLG) 

ballooned over 1,200%. 

 

• Silver Bear Resources (TSX: SBR) and Colorado Resources (TSX-V: CXO) have also moved 

over 1,000% higher.  

 

In fact, even though all of the gold and precious metal stocks in the Bubble and Bust Report 

portfolio are up significantly since my initial recommendations, the junior mining stocks are 

generally outperforming their mid- and large-cap counterparts. Here are the gold and precious 

metal stock recommendations I've made just within the past three months. 
 
          
 (*** put chart on pg. 4 of August issue here; remove "buy date" column ***) 
 
 (***  and / or show current portfolio with its large gains ***) 
 
 

(*** show photo of Christian here when giving his bio ***)  I'm Christian Dehaemer, editor of 

Boom And Bust Report and best-selling author.  For nearly 20 years, I've made, kept and grown 

fortunes from the markets largest boom and bust cycles.  I started investing in the golden Ronald 

Reagan era.  I cut my teeth in the heady days of the dot-com bubble and its subsequent crash, and 

I came out on top.  I profit from booms and busts using the wisdom from a favorite quote of 

legendary investor Warren Buffet, "Sell when others are greedy; buy when others are fearful".  

This way we make sure to buy low and sell high.  I've used this time-proven philosophy to whip 

every market average, every year, for the past18 years.   

  
 

For example, in 2006 I called for the long term rise in gold prices and it went from under $600 to 

$1,800. 

 

In 2007 I made 210% profit and I called the housing bubble. 

 

In 2008 I called the stock market crash -- and saved thousands of savvy investors most of their 

retirement savings. 
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In 2009 I made 304% on select stocks on the market bounce back. 

 

And from 2010 to 2016 my success continued. 

 

With my remarkable track record, which side do you want to be on in the upcoming turbulent 

months and  years? 

  

This track record is why smart investors galore are flocking to my monthly newsletter, Boom 

And Bust Report. 

 

You can just sit there ... do nothing ... and watch your retirement savings get gutted as the market 

crash eats it alive.  But you are not helpless.  You don't have to be a victim.  When the market 

crashes soon, you can not only preserve your savings, you can grow much richer too. 
 

By making a few prudent investments now you can give yourself rock-solid protection against 

the coming market crash and allow yourself to participate fully and powerfully in the big run up 

in small-cap gold stock prices that are about to occur. 

 

If you are determined to retire truly rich and live free of financial fear, listen to what my 

subscribers say ... 

 

How about this vote of confidence from Ira G. in California: 

I've seen Chris in action before and he knows this business inside and out. It's hard to go wrong 

with his picks. 

After doubling her money, Jess D. from Vermont said... 

I'm absolutely amazed by your prowess... I am following you around like a puppy. 

And Cameron P. from Kansas wrote in to tell me... 

Up $21,600 in less than a week! Keep the very, very good recommendations coming! 

 And Chad L in Morristown, NJ reports ... 

 

 "Christian, I really enjoy Bubble And Bust Report; great work and an even better track record." 

 

 

You can tryout my newsletter, Bubble And Bust Report, entirely without risking a penny.  If you 

are not 100% thrilled with it for any reason -- it won't cost you a penny.  Could anything be more 

fair? 

 

 

When you respond today, you will also receive these 5 Special Reports ABSOLUTELY FREE. 
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#1.  SPECIAL REPORT ... BOOMER VS. MILLENIAL ... 

 

 This shows how to protect your retirement from the millennial horde as you 

profit from the biggest demographic trend in world history.  You'll learn the single most 

important thing for your kids and grandkids to know for a secure future.  You'll discover 3 

superstar stocks for boomers to invest in to take advantage of the millennial surge including a 

personal security and safety firm that is taking over the world with yearly sales growth at its key 

unit up a staggering 51%, a bottomed out gold mining stock ready to surge and an alternative 

payment stock that could be the next Amazon.com! 

 

 

 

#2.  SPECIAL REPORT ...  BUBBLE, BUST, AND THE MARKET-PROOF PORTFOLIO 

 Many financial planners suggest that you adopt a buy-and-hold strategy for 

stocks and diversify by buying index funds. This is terrible advice. It may have served someone 

well from the early 1980s to today, but that doesn’t mean it will necessarily continue forever. 

And you also don’t want to be caught in a situation where you have to sell some of your 

investments when the market has just gone down. Imagine if someone in Japan had followed this 

buy-and-hold approach for stocks back in 1990. Now, 26 years later, his portfolio would be 

worth about half of what it was when he bought. How long are you supposed to hold for? 

 

 A much better idea is "The Permanent Portfolio" which give you great 

diversification, maximum upside, downside safety and the ability to speculate with some of your 

money.   

 

 

 

#3. SPECIAL REPORT ...   SILVER SUPER CYCLE 

 

 The price of silver is on the cusp of a large breakout, like when it rose 1,000% 

during the last natural resource bull market ending in 2011.  You'll discover the best stock to 

own to take advantage of this upsurge in prices.  World governments are hoarding silver at the 

same time hundreds of new applications for silver are being implemented. This lower supply and 

higher demand will result in tremendous profits for savvy investors like you. 

 

 

 

#4. SPECIAL REPORT ...  THE SAFEST WAY TO LEVERAGE RISING GOLD AND 

SILVER PRICES 

 

 The small-cap gold royalty companies we like best as stock investments now 

do not operate gold mines; they just received payments on the future production of those mines.  
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This is great for cash flow, diversification and profit growth which is the main reason a stock 

soars in value.  You'll discover the 5 companies I think are must-owns for huge profits as the 

price of golf more than triples from its current price; the stocks I want you to own as the 

"foundation" of your portfolio.  One of these stocks is projected to grow sales by 340% next year 

alone. 

 

 

 

#5. SPECIAL REPORT ...  GUIDE TO BUYING PHSYSICAL GOLD 

 

 You see all the ads with famous actors on TV urging you to call to buy gold.  

We'll reveal how much gold you should own, what type of gold you should buy, what type of 

gold you should not buy, and how to buy the best type of gold at the lowest price to save up to 

half in premiums.   

 

 

You will receive all 5 of these special reports absolutely free with your no-risk trial subscription. 

 

I created Bubble and Bust Report to reach as many  investors as possible... 

With that in mind, I'd like to offer you a limited-time special price of only $49 for one year 

subscription and membership.    

And I'll do you one better... 

I'm so confident in my research and its ability to help you become financially secure that I want 

to make sure you give it a fair shake — at absolutely no expense or risk to yourself. 

So please take the next 30 days to experience full membership advantages completely free of 

charge. If at the end of 30 days you're unhappy with my advice and insights, then I will refund 

your money completely. All you need to do is shoot my team an email, and we’ll promptly return 

your money and part ways as friends. 

But I think you'll find my research worthwhile and make back your subscription price many, 

many times over — just like what happened with reader Bernard L. from South Africa. 

"In two days the _____ price shot up like the sky's the limit," he said. "Thanks for the suggestion, 

my subscription price is already paid back." 

In addition to a 100% risk-free trial, you're welcome to KEEP the five special reports even if you 

get a refund. 

As a Bubble and Bust Report member, you’ll receive all this for the next 12 months for the 

special price of only $49 ... 
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 Your Monthly Newsletter: On the fourth Wednesday of every month, you will receive a 

link to our latest Bubble and Bust Report issue in PDF form to read online or print-out to 

read.    

 Weekly Mini-Updates: In addition to your monthly issue, these weekly updates will go 

beyond new buy and sell alerts, covering major up-to-the minute news released by our 

plays, as well as potential market shifts. 

 Portfolio Updates: You can track all existing (and archived) recommendations using the 

portfolio on our website. 

 New and Existing Reports: You can view all of our existing reports in the "Reports" 

section of our website. 

 Archived Online Information: In addition to the portfolio and reports, all past issues 

of Bubble and Bust Report are archived on the website. 

 Beginner Toolkit (for those who need it): We won't bar you if you've never traded a 

stock before. Instead, we've created an easy-to-understand "how-to" guide for buying 

stocks in both the United States and Canada. You'll also find a frequently asked questions 

section. And if your question is not there, don't worry — we have a customer service 

team to take care of the rest... 

 World-Class Customer Support: Whenever a question or problem arises, our staff is 

there to help you with just a simple phone call. Receive live, immediate help Monday 

through Friday between 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. (EST). 

  
 

We are now in the final minute of the football game.  The decisions you make now and in the 

coming days will determine whether you are one of the few smart investors who grow richer or 

one of the 95%+ of the uninformed masses who get their retirement ruined. 

 

Like it or not, we live in a world of boom and busts.  Opportunity and danger.  Bull markets that 

rise too high and bear markets that fall too low.  But now you can take advantage of them and 

profit form them instead of getting sucked in by them. This is probably the biggest reason our 

subscriber base is soaring from word-of-mouth.  

 

The upcoming U.S. stock market crash is going to make the market crash of 2008 look like a 

picnic on the beach.  You must be prepared to survive and prosper, and I will do this for you. 

 

Do not delay and lose out.  If you do not take action now, you can kiss the future you want 

goodbye.  Do the smart thing and respond now for your risk-free tryout of Boom And Bust 

Report.  You can't lose a single dime on the subscription price.  If you are not 100% thrilled with 

the profits it makes you, or for any reason at all, just let us know and you will receive your $49 

back immediately and you can still keep all 5 special reports.  But this is a limited time only 

offer, so you must reply now.  Just click on the button below right now. 
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